1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

With the increasing demand of the chemical and pharmaceutical industries, molecular chirality at interfaces has attracted more and more attention in recent year \[[@bib1],[@bib2]\]. Probing the chirality at interface is still a challenge to chiroptical techniques. Several linear optics and spectroscopic techniques, such as circular dichroism (CD), optical rotation dispersion (ORD), and Raman optical activity (ROA) have been used to study the molecular chirality in the bulk, but not at the interfaces \[[@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5]\]. The nonlinear spectroscopy including second harmonic generation (SHG) and sum frequency generation (SFG) have shown the ability to detect the chirality from the thin film or a monolayer \[[@bib6],[@bib7]\].

Chiral vibrational SFG has become a power tool for detecting chiroptical activity \[[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]\]. Chiral SFG was first experimentally demonstrated by Shen\'s group to probe the bulk chiral liquid \[[@bib8]\]. Chiral vibrational SFG is intrinsically suitable for chirality characterization at interfaces, owing to its interface, chiral and vibrational selectivity \[[@bib10],[@bib13],[@bib17],[@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21]\]. In particular, heterodyne-detected SFG (HD-SFG) \[[@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24]\] can be used to discriminate enantiomers at interfaces because of its phase sensitivity \[[@bib13],[@bib14],[@bib16]\].

Comparing with the biomolecules, the chirality characterization of small molecules at interfaces are still rarely studied in the laboratory. Monoterpenes, such as limonene and carvone, are a class of important small molecules, which have antitumor, antimicrobial and antioxidant activities \[[@bib25],[@bib26]\]. They are also an important component in air pollution \[[@bib27]\]. Some characteristics of monoterpenes are most likely related to the interactions and signal transductions at the interface, for example, their enantiomers always have distinguishable odors \[[@bib28],[@bib29]\]. Limonene molecules at the air/liquid have been studied as a benchmark molecule \[[@bib12],[@bib13]\].

In this work, we report the chiral spectra of the carvone molecules at their air/liquid interfaces using phase sensitive HD-SFG. Carvone liquid has lower vapour pressure than limonene liquid, which can keep a stable air/liquid interface position among the HD-SFG measurement. The chiral spectra of the S-carvone and R-carvone molecules in the C--H stretching vibration region show two types of distinguishable features, which indicates the chiral and achiral spectral features respectively. The phase resolved chiral spectra can be used to directly distinguish between enantiomers at the carvone air/liquid interface.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Sample preparation {#sec2.1}
-----------------------

S- and R-carvone were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The racemic mixture of carvone were prepare with a 1:1 ratio of S- and R-carvone. Three glass culture dishes (5 mm deep and 60 mm in diameter) were cleaned by a mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid (70%) and H~2~O~2~ (30%) for 2 h. The solution was filled into the dish with a depth of 3 mm. All samples and containers were freshly prepared just before the experiment.

2.2. The HD-SFG setup {#sec2.2}
---------------------

The detailed HD-SFG setup has been described previously \[[@bib30],[@bib31]\]. Briefly, a picosecond 800 nm beam and a femtosecond IR beam were temporally and spatially overlapped on the sample with incident angles of 50° and 60°, respectively. The SFG, 800 nm, and IR beams reflected from the sample were refocused on a GaAs wafer. The SFG from the sample was time-delayed by passing through a silica window with a thickness of 1 mm. The interference spectrum between the SFG from the sample was recorded by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera after through a polarizer, a band-pass filter and a monochromator. The interference spectra of samples were normalized against that of a quartz crystal to obtain the phase-sensitive imaginary part, Im (χ^(2)^), spectra of χ^(2)^. We acquired the SFG spectra of the S-carvone, R-carvone, and the racemic mixture at air/liquid interfaces with SSP and PSP polarization combinations.

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

In our HD-SFG Setup, a correction for the reflection coefficient of the IR beam should be needed \[[@bib32]\]. The reflectivity of carvone liquid has varied complex components in the C--H stretching vibration region because of its vibrational resonance. The correction mainly is based on the frequency dependent complex index of refraction of carvone liquid \[[@bib33]\]. All of Im (χ^(2)^) spectra of the carvone air/liquid interfaces are presented by correction.

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the Im (χ^(2)^) spectra of the S-, R- and the racemic mixture of carvone at the air/liquid interface with SSP polarization combination. The Im (χ^(2)^) spectra are similar, confirming that these spectral features are originated from the achiral spectral response. The spectra show highly congested features in the C--H stretching region from 2800 cm^−1^ to 3000 cm^−1^. There are two apparent achiral vibrational peaks at frequencies 2923 cm^−1^ and 2988 cm^−1^. The signs of the spectra are all negative, indicating that the corresponding functional groups of the S- and R-carvone have the same orientation. According the polarization selection rule \[[@bib34]\], the negative sign also indicates that the strong vibrational peaks in the SSP spectra most likely belong to the symmetric CH~3~/CH~2~ stretching modes and Fermi resonance modes.Figure 1The Im (χ^(2)^) spectra of the carvone air/liquid interfaces with SSP polarization combination: S-carvone (blue), R-carvone (red), racemic mixture (black). The subgraph is the molecular structures of S- and R-carvone.Figure 1

[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the Im (χ^(2)^) spectra of the S-, R- and the racemic mixture of carvone at the air/liquid interface with PSP polarization combination, which is chiral-sensitive. Compared with the achiral signals, the chiral signals are almost 3 orders of magnitude weaker and show significantly different spectral features. In our work, the visible beam is at 800 nm, which is far from the electronic-resonance of carvone. Owing to the high sensitive of HD-SFG, the chiral spectra with a high signal-to-noise ratio has been recorded despite the fact that it is difficult to detect the chiral signal of small molecules in the reflection geometry \[[@bib9],[@bib12],[@bib13]\].Figure 2The Im (χ^(2)^) spectra of the carvone air/liquid interfaces with PSP polarization combination: S-carvone (blue), R-carvone (red), racemic mixture (black). Dots are the original sample data, and lines are the fitting curves.Figure 2

As shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the chiral spectra show two types of distinguishable features with several clear vibrational peaks. To determine the peak positions accurately, the PSP spectra are fitted by$$\text{Im}\left( \text{χ}^{(2)} \right) = \sum\frac{\text{A}_{\text{q}}}{\left( {\text{ω} - \text{ω}_{\text{q}}} \right) + i\text{Γ}_{\text{q}}}$$where $\text{A}_{\text{q}}$, $\text{ω}_{\text{q}}$ and $\text{Γ}_{\text{q}}$ are the amplitude, frequency, and linewidth of the q^th^ vibrational mode. The fitting results are listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and the fitted peak frequency are labelled with vertical dashed lines in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Firstly, vibrational peaks at 2821 cm^−1^, 2873 cm^−1^, 2910 cm^−1^ and 2957 cm^−1^ have opposite signs in the spectra of S- and R-carvone. Secondly, vibrational peaks at 2932 cm^−1^ and 2992 cm^−1^ have the same sign in the spectra of S-, R- and the racemic mixture of carvone.Table 1The fitting dates of the chiral SFG spectra of S-, R- and the racemic mixture of carvone in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1qω~q~ (cm^−1^)Γ~q~ (cm^−1^)A~S~A~R~A~RS~chiral2821 ± 113.5 ± 0.50.59-0.54NAchiral2873 ± 114.5 ± 1.50.82-0.83NAchiral2910 ± 216.5 ± 0.5-1.401.43NAachiral2932 ± 114.0 ± 0.5-0.33-0.32-0.32chiral2957 ± 112.5 ± 0.5-0.090.08NAachiral2992 ± 116.0 ± 2-0.54-0.47-0.49

In the PSP Im (χ^(2)^) spectra, four clear vibrational peaks, labelled with purple vertical dashed lines in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, have opposite signs at the same frequencies for S- and R-carvone enantiomers, while these peaks in the racemic mixture spectrum are nearly cancelled. The opposite signs can directly identify the opposite handedness of each enantiomers. We have demonstrated the ability of HD-SFG to directly probe the chirality at interfaces even without the electronic-resonance. The three strong vibrational peaks can be assigned to symmetric CH~2~ (2821 cm^−1^), symmetric CH~3~ (2873 cm^−1^) and single CH (2910 cm^−1^) stretching modes respectively \[[@bib8],[@bib35]\]. The weak vibrational peak at 2957 cm^−1^ likely belongs to the asymmetric CH~2~ or CH~3~ stretching mode, because it has the opposite sign to the symmetric stretching peaks at 2821 cm^−1^ and 2873 cm^−1^.

The chiral PSP Im (χ^(2)^) spectra of S- and R-carvone in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} are not exactly mirror images of each other, though the chiral SFG signal of enantiomers might have only opposite phases to each other. In fact, the non-resonant backgrounds play a role to break the imaging symmetry. In our work, all the chiral spectra are shifted up from the zero line with a small positive non-resonant backgrounds. However, the amplitude value of each chiral vibrational peak is still almost same.

The imaging symmetry of the chiral spectra of S- and R-carvone are also destroyed by the obviously achiral spectral feature. Two clear vibrational peaks at 2932 cm^−1^ and 2992 cm^−1^, labelled with green vertical dashed lines in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, have negative sign for both S- and R-carvone enantiomers, while these peaks in the racemic mixture spectrum are still remained. Especially for the interference of the negative achiral vibrational peak at 2932 cm^−1^, the negative chiral vibrational peak at 2910 cm^−1^ of S-carvone has a broad shoulder, while the positive chiral vibrational peak at 2910 cm^−1^ of R-carvone becomes sharper. Though we have carefully calibrated the polarization combination of the HD-SFG, it is stills possible that the achiral signal may come from the "leaking" signal with SSP or PPP polarization combination. The other origin of the achiral signal in the chiral spectra may come from the prochirality at interfaces, which has been detailed discussed by Wang\'s group \[[@bib12]\].

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

In conclusion, we have successfully applied HD-SFG to distinguish the carvone enantiomers at interface without the electronic resonance. In the chiral PSP Im (χ^(2)^) spectra, the chiral spectral feature can be clearly separated from the achiral spectral feature with the help of the phase sensitivity of HD-SFG.
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